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“What’s Your Winter Olympics Sport of  Choice?”

ELIZABETH CRISMAN: Freestyle squirrel-hunting.
HANNAH LOONEY: Ice heckling.
EMMA RENNIE: Gracefully gliding down an icy hill on my butt.
SAM SEXTON: The biathlon, aka “who is the best James Bond: the sport.”
BRIAN CLICK: Curdling.

By SS

       Capitalizing on the rapidly growing popularity of  “Twitch Plays Pokémon” (a live-
stream of  the original Pokémon Red with the users in the chat determining inputs) Nintendo 
announced on Friday that they had begun development of  a game based on the live-stream 
of  a game.

       “We at Nintendo like to preserve a balance between old and new, innovation and tradi-
tion,” CEO Satoru Iwata said in the “Nintendo Direct” online video announcing the game. 
“And ‘Twitch Plays Pokémon’ has opened our eyes to how we can take an already great 
game, Pokémon Red, and make it even better.”

       The new game, which will run on the Pokémon Red engine and be sold for sixty dollars 
for the Wii U and 3DS, has no online capabilities, as Nintendo “remains uncertain that we 
should fully commit to this whole ‘internet-in-video-games’ thing beyond our weird version 
of  facebook.”  Instead, the game will replicate the experience of  the stream by having every 
button issue a random command when pressed. “We had Satoshi Tajiri, the creator of  Poké-
mon, try out the beta,” Iwata said. “We knew we got it right when he folded the comment 
card into a paper Helix Fossil, and started bowing down to it while weeping.”
 
       The stream’s controversial “Democracy Mode,” which changes the input method into a 
vote-based system where the most popular command is the one that is ultimately executed, 
will also be accounted for in the game. If  the player remains stuck in any area for more 
than thirty hours, the “anarchy-democracy” meter will appear, and players can end the 
chaos of  random button presses by holding a, b, r, select, and down for more than forty 
seconds. Democracy Mode will allow the player to enter any input they choose, but only 
for three minutes. To account for lag, and those in the chat who oppose Democracy Mode, 
the game will only execute one command every forty seconds, and the menu will open 
and close approximately every three seconds. Once activated, Democracy Mode cannot be 
activated again for at least eight hours.  “We believe this will be the best way to represent the 
combination of  fast, unfollowable chaos and slow, deliberate, halting chaos that each mode 
provides,” Iwata said.  

       “Between this game and the one other game we’re releasing for the Wii U, we’re confi-
dent we will sell four times as many units this year as the PS4 does.”

Nintendo to Make “Twitch Plays 
Pokemon” Video Game

By BC

By EC

What you might know: “Llamas with Hats” is a hilarious series of  Youtube videos featuring two llamas 
who have wacky, murderous adventures. What you PROBABLY DON’T know: They are also a 
powerful set of  allegories for many of  the sociopolitical issues of  our time. In this series of  essays, I will 
begin to unpack the underlying messages of  these videos, and hopefully allow you to experience them in 
a more enriching way. NOTE: I WOULD HIGHLY RECOMMEND WATCHING THE 
VIDEOS DISCUSSED  BEFORE READING THE ESSAY(S) ON THOSE VIDEOS, 
BOTH TO AVOID SPOILERS, AND TO GAIN AS MUCH AS POSSIBLE FROM 
THIS DISCUSSION. 

ESSAY 1:  “Llamas with Hats--Part 1” as a Model for the Reworking of  Conven-
tional Gender Norms

       From the get-go, the llama dressed in a more stereotypically “feminine” hat is pre-
sented as the “in charge” character--she(?) almost immediately begins interrogating the 
other llama, Carl (who appears more traditionally “masculine”), about what he’s(?) been 
up to while she was out of  the house. This reversal of  traditional gender roles--with the 
more effeminate llama forcing Carl to account for his actions while in her(?) absence--is 
coupled with the almost instant revelation of  Carl’s oppressive actions toward the dead 
human. Carl is presented as plainly deceitful, while his femme counterpart holds him ac-
countable, slyly presenting the viewer with an accurate depiction of  how (male) aggressors 
should be dealt with.

       When Carl (reluctantly) admits to stabbing the human 37 times in the chest, his femi-
nine counterpart is quick to inform him that “that kills people!” At this point, rather than 
admit to his wrongdoing, Carl hems and haws, saying that he “didn’t know that.” Clearly, 
Carl is under the (incorrect and very harmful) impression that intent somehow matters, 
and the feminine-presenting llama sets him straight. When she does, Carl (in a heartening 
display of  accountability!) says “Yeah, I’m in the wrong here. I suck.” Clearly, Carl the 
llama is better at checking his privilege and listening than are most human men. 

       Even better, the female llama (telling, isn’t it, that, for all the good work this video 
is doing questioning gender norms, she is not given a name, as Carl is…) does NOT give 
Carl a “cookie” for his good behavior. No, she goes on to ask “Where are his hands?”, 
prompting him toward further self-reflection and improvement. Brava, Girl-Llama! Brava! 
And see what she discovered as a result? That her male counterpart ATE the man’s hands! 
Now, just imagine what would have happened, had she simply applauded him before 
prompting further discourse. I’ll leave you to your conclusions…

       That concludes this week’s essay. Stay tuned for next week’s discussion of  Part 2!

“Llamas with Hats”: A Close Reading
       Ron Weinhard ’14 helped mend bridges with Reed’s much-maligned Lewis & Clark 
(or “Clarkie”) peers on Saturday, via an intercommunity discussion on honor, conducted at 
2:24 AM on the SU porch. He began strongly, pointing out that “We got an honor principle 
here,” as he gestured at the quad with his can of  Busch. Swiftly reaching out to ensure his 
audience would remain within earshot, he continued. “No, no, don’t walk away, guys, this 
is important shit. What was I – yeah, we got an honor principle here, so we know this already, 
but you don’t, so if  you take my beer without asking like that, it isn’t honorable. It’s like, 
there’s an element of  reciprocity in it. You know, Golden Rule shit.”

       Weinhard paused for effect and to light a cigarette, which a Lewis & Clark student 
helpfully pointed out was backwards. “Thanks. I mean yeah I know you know stealing 
beer’s wrong, but like you guys don’t have it drilled into you in the same way.”

       Alluding to the ongoing Reed debate on exclusions and on what constitutes a com-
munity member, Weinhard commented that “This is why people here are always shitting 
on you guys when you come and party with us. I mean, not me, I don’t shit on anybody, 
I don’t like making enemies, you know me, I like everybody. But yeah, like it’s not like we 
want to be all exclusive and shit, it’s just some of  you guys are hella inconsiderate of  the 
place and like throw trash around and get all creepy on the dance floor. No, not like, not 
you, personally, you seem fine. Apart from like stealing my beer a second ago.” 

       Reminded of  this issue, he pushed his 12-rack of  Busch away from the Clarkies with 
his foot – an indication of  the substantial mistrust that still lies between the two student 
bodies.

       “And anyway, like I was saying, it’s because you guys don’t know the honor principle,” 
he concluded triumphantly, “so that respect for other people’s shit just isn’t like immediate 
to you. You know what I mean?”

       The Lewis & Clark students, probably reflecting on Weinhard’s words and considering 
how they might change their behavior at Reed in the future, were unable to give their own 
definition of  honor, and simply replied with “Uh, sure, do you know where we could find 
some ketamine?”

Reedie, Clarkies Discuss Honor

“Don’t lick my helmet.” --Darth Vader

Fight the power, llama-sister!

By SS

        Darth Vader, Sith Lord and apprentice to Emperor Palpatine, reported feeling dis-
traught and startled upon realizing his helmet made his head look like a penis. “I’m serious, 
I’m having a crisis now,” Vader said, waving one hand in panic while using the other to 
choke an Imperial Officer to death. “Am I the only one wearing a penis helmet? Who else 
even wears helmets? Zuckuss? Boba Fett? Those weird rebels on Leia’s ship with the bowl-
hats? Do those bowl-hats look like penises to you?”

        “I’m sorry if  I seem a little stressed out,” Vader continued, now choking an Imperial 
Officer in each hand.  “But I just found out I’ve literally been a dick-head for the past twenty 
years! Why does nobody tell me these things!?”

        While Darth Vader was substantially calmer after he murdered a few dozen more of  
his men, he was still very upset. “I seriously wish I hadn’t realized that,” he said. “I wish I 
didn’t know. I don’t know how I’m going to talk to people now.”

Darth Vader: My Helmet Looks 
Like WHAT?!?!


